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Western media outlets manipulated the incident at St. Peter and St. Paul’s Church to promote what 
is referred to as the “peacefulness” of the Muslim Brotherhood, and presented it as a facet of the 
political equation. [They also] issued accusations against Egyptian security agencies, alleging that 
they neglected to protect Copts. This is in conjunction with a series of peculiar developments in the 
American Congress to interfere in Egyptian affairs by proposing a law regarding the restoration of 
Egyptian churches. 

Even though President al-Sīsī’s visit to St. Mark’s Cathedral in ʿAbāsiyya to offer Copts his well wishes 
for Christmas defeated all of these attempts (both internal and external) to trigger tension between the 
Egyptian state and Egypt’s Christians, or tensions between its Muslims and Christians; [we should 
note] the way in which Western media outlets addressed the Cathedral incident. If these media outlets 
think that the Coptic question is the weakest link through which they can target Egypt’s stability, they 
have failed at this attempt several times over. 

In a report published on December 12th 2016 and titled “Egypt Bids Farewell to the Corpses of 
Church Bombing Victims… And Angry Survivors Accuse Security Agencies of Laxity,” Reuters 
presented a very inciting portrayal [of the events]. In a section of this strange report it states that “the 
Christian sect in Egypt feels increasingly unsafe since Dāʿish gradual encroachment on Iraq and Syria 
in 2014, mercilessly targeting religious minorities.” This report also included strange stories by people 
described by the agency [Reuters] as eyewitnesses confirming that there was indeed security 
negligence on behalf of the parties tasked with securing the church during the suicide bombing. 

The Associated Press issued the same narrative, but by way of another incident, which it addresses 
directly after that of the Cathedral. In a report dated December 15 2016 and titled “Egypt… Traces of 
Explosives Found in the Remains of Victims of the Egyptian Flight from Paris,” there was an extremely 
strange section, which stated that “explosives were found in the remains of some victims of the flight, 
which could strike another blow to the country’s vital tourism,” even though it is well-known that the 
flight took off from Paris, and not from Cairo! 

What is funny is that the agency itself appears to search for excuses for the person who committed 
the crime at the Cathedral. It issued a report dated December 12th, in which it mentioned that the 
Egyptian Police abused the suspect in 2014. The report mentions that police detained the same young 
suspect two years ago and that he was subjected to violence by the police amidst allegations that he 
had participated in protests alongside Islamists. This is according to what was disclosed by his 
lawyer. 

The agency added - in what is the strangest justification you could possibly read for a terrorist attack 
- that “in that case that this is independently confirmed, the suicide bomber Maḥmūd Shafīq 
Muḥammad Muṣṭafā will be another Egyptian who became radicalized after incurring abuse on the 
hands of the police. This practice has been endemic for decades and has increased further after the 
harshened procedures implemented against opposition factions during the army’s deposal of the 
Islamist president in 2013”! 

The agency could not escape repeating the age-old cliché about the [connection between the] 
incident and tourism, which was also used by Reuters. It stated that the attack, as well as other 



incident and tourism, which was also used by Reuters. It stated that the attack, as well as other 
[terrorist] incidents will undermine the moderate restoration achieved by Egypt’s vital tourism industry 
in the past few months! The British association (BBC) wished that its report have a lasting impact. 
Consequently, in its December 15th report titled “Bombing of St. Peter and St. Paul’s Church in Egypt 
Will Leave an Impact Forever,” it addressed the negative psychological effects of the attack on the 
lives of the victims’ families, especially having not received restitution for their relatives. We have no 
idea where the British network got this speculative conclusion from! 

However, in order to find out where they got this from, we have to read the report issued by Human 
Rights Watch, broadcast by the American CNN on December 13th. [This will allow us to] find out how 
foes of the Egyptian state act like mafia gangs, and follow the same pattern to achieve a specific goal 
by agreeing on uniform factors. Human Rights Watch asked “how will Egypt make amends with the 
families of the 25 fallen victims?” It expressed honestly its bad intentions after the incident with claims 
that Egyptian leadership is the one neglecting to protect its own Coptic citizens. This is confirmed by 
what was published by CNN itself the following day, whereby it was concerned with showcasing the 
[Muslim] Brotherhood’s reactions to this terroristic crime, as if it [the Muslim Brotherhood] was a 
political faction that decries violence and refuses to assault Copts, and as if the network foes not have 
any information about the crime of burning more than 80 churches, committed by the [Muslim] 
Brotherhood. 

CNN mentioned; “Egypt… Leadership blames the Muslim Brotherhood of bombing the church, and 
the Brotherhood itself blames them for bartering with Coptic blood.” It is with this that the American 
network implemented the principle of balanced debate in its worst form, by placing the state in the 
same basket with a terrorist brotherhood! 


